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Bobby Beard is a Breeze wannabe. He also happens to be dating a woman that Breeze has his eye

on. BreezeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s clever plan to separate the couple eventually backfires in a big way. A trip to

Guatemala puts the two men on a collision course. The ensuing conflict has dire consequences for

them both.A female FBI agentÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s interest in Breeze appears to be more than professional

curiosity. Are her affections a ruse? As events spin out of control, Breeze is forced to re-examine his

own humanity. In this eighth installment of the Trawler Trash series, our anti-hero must escape his

deepest crisis yet, a crisis of his own making.
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This Robinson guy is really getting this show on the road.This is the best yet in a series of books,

which is improving with each new book.This one, from.the cover art, to the last word leaves you

wanting more Breeze.Fun read! Hey, Hollywood take note.



I've read all the Breeze books and this one is my favorite. I'd give it ten stars if I could. They are all

exceptional stand alone missives which can be read separately yet I recommend reading them in

order. The characters become more and more complex and the plots are well thought out. I'm really

looking forward to the next book to see what new adventure(s) Breeze and his new FBI squeeze will

get into. Don't start reading this book if you have anything important to do - unless you can read this

book while you're doing it!!!

Anxiously awaited the next in the BREEZE series and this one was outstanding too !! Breeze comes

alive with new adventures and a new side of him I hadn't really expected. Boating adventures,

romance, a new country, and all the twists and turns that makes the Breeze books come to life for

me. Can't wait for the next one now !

I started with Book 1, and read them all, in order, consecutively. I've done the same with Randy

Wayne White, Dawn Mackenzie, and a few others.It was fun, and very interesting, to see Ed' s skills

as a writer and storyteller improve progressively through the books.I look forward, as I do from

Randy and from Dawn, to Ed' s next books in the series!

The author has matured as has his main man. More crafted , easier to read and with more depth.

Most enjoyable. I have read all the books in the series and this is his best.Now that Breeze has his

lady and freedom , time to explore some new places and a different level of adventure. Looking to

see where the Breeze takes us next.

Two books in two days that I absolutely could not put down. Best Breeze yet, some doors closed

and one very large one opened. This has the making of a great story line for many books to come.

Please write as fast as you can.

In this the eighth novel our main character Breeze finds his way through Florida waters across the

Gulf of Mexico into Central America causing broken hearts and people. Looking forward to the next

novel.

I love Ed Robinson's books, each one is a new ride into uncharted territory !!! The plots are always

tight, characters well developed and each books is a treasure !!! Love this write, ! He's carrying the

flame of John D. MacDonald !!! Class
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